
Year 9 Medieval Medicine Home learning – Week 8 

This week we would like to check your understanding from the last 3 weeks of history 

work. Please complete the tasks below and email them to your history teacher for 

feedback. 

1. Using your work from the previous weeks on Medieval Medicine, complete the recap 

quiz questions below: 

1) Give one way that people believed illness was caused.  

2) Give one way that people in the medieval era treated illness.  

3) What were the four humours?  

4) What was the role of a barber surgeon?  

5) Why did people believe God caused disease? 

6) Give one symptom of the Black Death? 

7)  Give one way that people tried to prevent catching the Black Death 

8) List one reason why there is little progression in medicine in the Medieval 

period.  

2. Written Task:  

You are now going to explain fully why there was little progress in Medicine during the 

Medieval era. 

You must try and write using PEE paragraphs (you should use your work from previous 

weeks to help you)  

One example is done for you below - please aim to write two more paragraphs 

Explain why there was little improvement to medicine in the Medieval era. 

Point – In one sentence you must answer the question given. For example, “One reason 

medicine did not improve is due to the Government/king not being concerned about 

Medical developments”. 

Evidence – Using the work you have completed, provide specific evidence to support 

your point. The government in the medieval era was largely focused on warfare. This 

meant that they spent a large portion of the countries wealth on improving defensive 

castles, building a navy and paying for weaponry.  

Explain – This should then link back to the question ask. The key word is because! This 

meant that medicine did not improve during the medieval era due to the government 

because they focused largely on military instead of the health of their people. Limited 

funding put on public health meant that the understanding and treatment of illness 

could not improve. 


